
QUESTIONONE
What is your favorite
hobby?

A: Yoga and meditation
B: Parping
C: Rap music and hip-hop
D: Rolling around in mud
E: Anything to do with

fashion

QUESTION TWO
Which of these words
describe you the most?

A: Wise
B: Hungry
C: Funny
D: Happy
E: Sweet

QUESTION THREE
What’s your favorite
sport?

A: Baseball
B: American football
C: Basketball
D: Volleyball
E: Soccer

QUESTION FOUR
What would we find if we
looked in your wardrobe?

A: Lots of eco-friendly
outfits

B: Lots of big, sporty tops
C: Lots of bling
D: Lots of dirty clothes
E: Lots of pink

QUESTION FIVE
What is your favorite
school subject?

A: Science
B: Lunch time!
C: Drama
D: Physical Education
E: Art

QUESTIONSIX
What do you hate the
most in the world?

A: Red meat
B: Missing a meal
C: Aliens
D: Soapy water
E: Fart jokes

QUESTIONSEVEN
Which of these is your
favorite word?

A: Zen
B: Dinner
C: Bling
D: Dude
E: Pink

QUESTION EIGHT
What brings a smile to
your face?
A: Learning about the

universe
B: Farts
C: Dancing
D: Rainy days
E: Shopping

Which of the
Space Buddies are you?

Want to work out which of the Space Buddies you’remost like?
Take our intergalactic quiz and find out! Answer the questions below and then

add up your score. You’ll discover if you’re Mudbud, B-Dawg, Buddha,
Budderball or Rosebud in no time!

RESULTS! How did you do? Add up your results to see if you scored mostly As, Bs, Cs, Ds or Es
– then check below to see which of the Space Buddies you’re most like…

IF YOU SCORED
MOSTLY As’
YOU’RE BUDDHA!
Buddha is an all-
wise, peaceful,
out-of-this-world pup.
He loves to learn and
is obsessed with the
universe – just like
you. Way to go!

IF YOU SCORED
MOSTLY Bs’
YOU’RE
BUDDERBALL!
The best way to your
heart is through your
stomach – just like
Budderball! You hate
to miss a meal and
find farts funny, but
there’s nothing
wrong with that.

IF YOU SCORED
MOSTLY Cs’
YOU’RE B-DAWG!
You’re matched to
hip-hopster B-Dawg
because you’re a
dance-lovin’ dude
with loads of energy.
You hate to sit still,
so bling it up and
party!

IF YOU SCORED
MOSTLY Ds’
YOU’REMUDBUD!
Mudbud is a happy-
go-lucky puppy who
loves to get dirty –
just like you. There’s
no need to be scared
of soapy water, but
it’s much more fun
to play in the mud!

IF YOU SCORED
MOSTLY Es’
YOU’RE ROSEBUD!
Sassy and sweet
Rosebud is your
match because you
love shopping,
clothes and
everything pink. Just
like her, you’re a
fashionista with tons
of style. Wahey!
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